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Romantic, humorous, and elegant, these promotional vignettes for wine and champagne date from

the heyday of poster and advertising art. This unique collection features works by such masters as

Jules ChÃ©ret, Alphonse Mucha, Leonetto Cappiello, and other masters of popular art, selected

from rare early-20th-century sources.
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Excellent - So so so Happy! I ordered these to use as our Save the Date postcards for our

upcoming Speakeasy Wedding - and they are just perfect! Great quality, glossy pictures, and they

have the information regarding the artist and year the advertisement is from. Also, they come in a

great flat book that is easy to remove from. I am so so pleased!!!The backs are almost completely

blank so there is plenty of room to write!

The images, colors, topics, printing -- all are top notch. Though I prefer postcards not come in this

format, where three-fourths of each card's sides must be trimmed of perforations, I gladly submit

and break out my trimming scissors in order to get such beautiful cards. Terrific to send, to frame, or

just to moon over the lifestyle depicted.Quality control is sadly lacking in the printing and assembly

of this book. One eight-card spread had faulty registration, printing, and assembly into the book.

This rendered one-third of postcards completely unusable. Extremely frustrating. If Dover publisher



got their act together or printed these in a different format, this would be a real winner.

The cards are nice albeit flimsy, but I could live with that. Worse than that, though, was the fact that

the cards in my book were printed wrong and perforated wrong, a major printing error that makes

most of the cards unusable. Unfortunately I did not notice this until after I had started removing the

cards.

these were such a great surprise! i bought them as a filler to reach the $25 minimum for free

shipping, and was pleasantly wowed by the quality not only of the actual postcards but of the unique

and crisply bright pictures themselves! the retro-pretty images fit my tastes so well, i bought a few

small frames and used them to inspire a mini-makeover... they now hang in my otherwise-plain

black and white bathroom!
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